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Overview
•
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•
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Motivation + Challenges: large deformation, multi-modality (Learn2Reg)
Basic principles: of DL registration in medical imaging
Advances / Pitfalls I: differentiable resampling and instance optimisation
Advances / Pitfalls II: synthetic supervision and label bias
Advances / Pitfalls III: feature pyramids and two-stream architecture
Probabilistic Graph Networks : discretise displacements / non-local
loss, geometric networks using keypoints
• Conclusions
disclaimer: opinions based on personal experience
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Motivation & Challenges
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Measuring Temporal Change in Medical Images with Registration
Figure 21: The output from the ANTs morphometry example.
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Figure 22: The Jacobian: Note that the bright values in the template image ventricles (left) indicate that the ventricles

Heinrich et al.: “MRF-based
Registration and Ventilation
Estimation of Lung CT” IEEE
Trans Medical Imaging 2013
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adjusted population is 12% hippocampus in MCI, and 24% in AD".*
→ segmentation of hippocampus (and its sub-parts) e.g. using U-Net
→ determination of exact change over time using deformable
image registration: subvoxel accurate and more robust and
sensitive for small changes
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Combining multimodal information and modelling shape
→ combine complementary strength of
modalities for image-guided interventions
ultrasound-MR fusion
for guided brain tumour
surgery (MNI McGill)

MR intensities

ultrasound intensities

overlay of inter-operative US over
pre-treatment MR planning scan

registration can implicitly use medical prior knowledge of
shape, spatial relations and appearance
by employing manually segmented atlases
atlas with expert segmentation

new test scan (abdominal CT)

deformable
registration
between atlas
and test scan

transformation of expert
segmentation to new scan
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How much can medical 3D registration benefit from learning?
4 clinically relevant sub-tasks (datasets) complementary in nature and cover both intra- and interpatient alignment, CT, ultrasound and MRI modalities, neuro-, thorax and abdominal anatomies
multimodal registration
large misalignment Y Xiao, et al.: Evaluation of MRI to
CuRIOUS 2019 US-MRI ultrasound registration methods
registration challenge for brain shift TMI 2019

diﬃculties for deep learning registration
1) noisy, limited or ambiguous labels
2) not one best network architecture established
3) compromise between generalisation, plausibility of
transformations, accuracy and time has to be found
➞ learning from small datasets
➞ estimating large deformations
➞ dealing with multi-modal scans / contrast variations

intra-patient lung
A Hering, et al. Learn2Reg
motion inhale - exhale Challenge: CT Lung Registration
- Training Data
relevant e.g. for COPD
2020

inter-patient registration
large misalignment
Xu, et al.: Evaluation of Six
Beyond the Cranial Vault ZRegistration
Methods for
MICCAI challenge
Abdomen CT TBME 2016
large number of scans
subtle diﬀerences
Hippocampus MRI
Medical Decathlon

AL Simpson, et al: "A large
annotated medical image
dataset for the development and
evaluation of segmentation
algorithms" arXiv:1902.09063.

comprehensive and fair evaluation criteria

-

accurately and robustly transferring anatomical annotations / landmarks
plausibility of deformations measured as transformation complexity (the
standard deviation of the local Jacobian determinant).
computation time: due to diﬀerences in hardware, all steps of the employed
pipeline are measured by running algorithms on the same CPU /
Nvidia GPU backends (not a strict requirement for participants).

learn2reg.grand-challenge.org
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Medical 3D Registration has yet to benefit from Deep Learning
categorisation of methods: iterative (conventional), discrete (conventional) and deep learning
➞ clear advantage for discrete conventional methods, large gap for learning approaches
multimodal registration
large misalignment
CuRIOUS 2019 US-MRI
registration challenge

initial
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inter-patient registration
large misalignment
15%
Beyond the Cranial Vault
MICCAI challenge

intra-patient lung
motion inhale - exhale
DIRLAB 4DCT + COPD
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Y Xiao, et al.: Evaluation of MRI to
ultrasound registration methods
for brain shift TMI 2019
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Z Xu, et al.: Evaluation of Six
Registration Methods for
Abdomen CT TBME 2016
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R Castillo, et al.: reference
dataset registration spatial
accuracy evaluation using
0% COPDgene. Phys Med Biol 2013

TRE (smaller is better)

difficulties for deep learning registration
1) attempting to train U-Net for features +
optimisation often fails for large deformations
2) incorporating discrete displacement search is
memory intensive and backpropagation unfriendly

3) recurrent DL registration suffers from
vanishing gradients and might be slow
7

(MICCAI 2020): learn2reg.grand-challenge.org
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Basic Principles
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Conventional Image Registration Iteratively Optimises Joint Cost
given a pair of images: fixed (F) and moving (M)
1. we aim to find the best a (nonlinear) transformation φ
2. that maximises similarity (minimises dissimilarity D) and
3. penalises unrealistic deformations (minimise regularisation R)

fixed
(F)
deformation

Iterative
Alignment
moving (M)

φ

-

Grundlagen

Methoden

image registration is inherently ill-posed (many plausible solutions) and there is
usually no complete ground truth
are iterative and use multiple scales/resolutions
- many&approaches
Experimente
Ergebnisse
Zusammenfassung
- advanced methods with 2nd order gradient descent or discrete optimisation

E(φ)
=
D(F,
M
∘
φ)
+
λR(φ)
→
min
Parametervariation
(L = ↵ · D + · B + · S)

even very eﬃcient 3D medical registration tools require 30-60 secs. per registration

fixed - moving

fixed - warped (M∘φ)

-

diﬀusion regularisation (DR) is employed to
penalise implausible transformations
nonlinear displacement field φ can contain
irregularities (folding of image content)
Sx and Sy are x- and y-part of relative displacement

field, DR penalises the square of their gradients:
(a) T Rmetric between
(b) T (u)
0 (c)
T (u) R, ↵ = 0
(d) T (u) R
similarity
fixedR,
and =
moving
image
2
2
δSy
δSx
after we applied (nonlinear) transformation φ
R=λ
+λ
( δx )
mean-squared-error (MSE) is used for same modality
( δy )

multi-modal fusion and improved edge alignment:
MIND, NGF, Mutual Information

-

finite diﬀerences: subtract pixels shifted by one
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Principle of Learning an Optimisation CNN for Registration
figure adapted from S Kuckertz, A Hering, MP Heinrich: "Enhancing LabelDriven Deep Deformable Image Registration .." BVM 2019

train
CNN model
learned
CNN model

Fixed Image/
Features
deformation

warped

φ

M∘φ

Moving
Image/

warped moving
image
grid_sample
image distance
self-supervision

fixed after training

regularisation

-

deep learning registration aims to replace
iterative steps with convolution layers
time-consuming training for CNN model
very fast in inference (new data) ➞ msec.
generalise well when trained with large datasets
can be improved with expert labels (supervision)
only work for image domain it was trained for

conventional methods work robustly across
variety of tasks (depending on suitable cost functions,
multi-level schemes + optimisation)

joint loss

deformation
field

weak-supervision

label distance
grid_sample
fixed scan
segmentation

moving scan
segmentation

warped moving
segmentation

Abb. 3.4: Übersicht unseres Trainingsablaufs. Das Netzwerk (CNN) erhält ein Paar aus Referenzgreen blocks
(and expert
labels) are only
training,
und Templatebild
(R beziehungsweise
T )necessary
als Eingabeduring
und gibt
drei Deformationsfelder
red blocks
remain fixed
for inference
unterschiedlicher
Auflösungen
aus. Der Übersicht halber wird hier nur eine statt drei Auflösungsstufen als Ausgabe dargestellt. Das Deformationsfeld u wird mittels eines Resamplers
auf das Templatebild und die zugehörige Segmentierung angewandt. Der Loss setzt sich
aus der Bilddistanz zwischen R und T (u), der Regularisierung von u und der Labeldistanz
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Advances / Pitfalls I:
differentiable resampling and instance optimisation
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Gradients of displacements by differentiable sampling and metric
popularised in deep learning by Jaderberg’s Spatial Transformer Networks
- conventional registration methods first linearise the cost
function and then apply iterative warping steps
- it can be theoretically shown that solving the functional
directly using interpolation is equivalent

Figure 1: Visual comparison of fully-convolutional multi-scale
architectureset
(left)
with
our new
N. Papenberg,
al.:
"Highly
Figure
1:
Visual
comparison
of
fully-convolutional
multi-scale
architectures
(left)
with
our
new Accurate
OBELISK method (right, blue). Instead of having multiple small convolution layers that have
to
Optic
Flow
..
with
Theoretically
OBELISK
method
(right,
blue).
Instead
of
having
multiple
small
convolution
layers
that
have
to
be carefully designed in scale (dilation) and size, we propose to use one extremely large sparse Justified
be carefully designed in scale (dilation) and size, we propose
to use oneIJCV
extremely
large sparse
Warping"
2006
kernelkernel
followed
by
only
channel-wise
1
⇥
1
convolutions.
Thereby,
the
output
of
each
voxel can be
followed by only channel-wise 1 ⇥ 1 convolutions. Thereby, the output of each voxel can be
computed
independently
andand
much
fewer
parameters
whileallallparameters
parameters
shared
computed
independently
much
fewer
parametersare
are required,
required, while
areare
shared
acrossacross
sampling
locations
(translational
invariance).
offsetsofofthis
thiskernel
kernel
continuously
sampling
locations
(translational
invariance).The
Thespatial
spatial offsets
areare
continuously
output
of
individual
element
(oﬀ-grid)
defined
and end-to-end
trainable.
defined
and end-to-end
trainable.

depends on 4 input grid points
5⇥5
5⇥5
consider
the continuous
valued
filter
offsetsSS
2RR5⇥5
and Syy 2
RR5⇥5
.gradient
thethe
convolution
consider
the continuous
valued
filter
offsets
and
2 has
.ToToobtain
obtain
convolution
→
bilinear
interpolation
x x2

warped (M∘φ)

deformation (φ)

- calculating (dis)-similarity metric requires oﬀ-grid
interpolation of transformed moving scan
- used as loss in deep network, we need gradient with
respect to each element of deformation field Sx, Sy
- grid_sample uses bilinear interpolation for 2D images
(by default)
M Jaderberg, K Simonyan, A Zisserman:
"Spatial transformer networks". NIPS 2015

for inputs
a discrete
grid,
needtotoperform
perform bilinear
bilinear interpolation:
outputoutput
for inputs
on aon
discrete
grid,
wewe
need
interpolation:
XX
XX
F (x, y) =
W (i, j) · (w1 I(bx + Sx (i, j)c, by + Sy (i, j)c) + w2 I(dx + Sx (i, j)e,
F (x, y) =
W (i,
j) · (w1 I(bx + Sx (i, j)c, by + Sy (i, j)c) + w2 I(dx + Sx (i, j)e,
i

i

j

j

by + Sy (i, j)c) + w3 I(bx + Sx (i, j)c, dy + Sy (i, j)e) + w4 I(dx + Sx (i, j)e, dy + Sy (i, j)e))

by + Sy (i, j)c) + w3 I(bx + Sx (i, j)c, dy + Sy (i, j)e) + w4 I(dx + Sx (i, j)e, dy + Sy (i, j)e))
(2)
(2)
with the following bilinear coefficients w1 , . . . , w4 :

interpolation
with thebilinear
following bilinear
coefficients w1 , . .coeﬃcients
. , w4 :

depend on Sx, Sy

w1 = (bx + Sx (i, j) + 1c (x + Sx (i, j))) (by + Sy (i, j) + 1c (y + Sy (i, j)))
w1 =w(bx
(i,x (i,
j)j)
+ 1cbx +(xSx+(i,Sj)c)
j)))+(by
+ j)
Sy+(i,1cj) +(y1c
Sy (i, j)))
(xS+x S
Sy (i,
+ Sy(y
(i, +
j)))
x (i,(by
2 =+
(3)
(x j)c)
+ Sx(by
(i, j)))
+ Sj)y (i,
j)c)
w2 =w(x
+(bx
Sx+
(i,Sj)
bx++1cSx (i,
+ S(yy (i,
+ j)
1c by(y++SyS(i,
j)))
3 =
x (i, j)
y (i,
(3)
(xS+x S
+S
(i,+
j)c)
4 =+
w3 =w(bx
(i,x (i,
j)j)
+ 1cbx +(xSx+(i,Sj)c)
j)))
(yy (i,
+ j)
Sy (i,byj)+ Syby
Sy (i, j)c)
x (i,(y

w4 all
= (x
+ Sx (i,(multiplications,
j) bx + Sx (i,min/max
j)c) (y for
+ Sfloor/ceil,
by +
Sy (i, j)c)
Again
operations
additions)
are differentiable, we
y (i, j) and
can therefore obtain the derivatives with respect to the filter coefficients W , their spatial offsets
AgainSall
operations (multiplications, min/max for floor/ceil, and additions) are differentiable, we
x , Sy and the input if necessary. We employ our approach mainly for 3D applications, the extencan therefore
obtain the2 and
derivatives
withinterpolation
respect to the
filter
coefficients
W , their spatial
sions of Equations
3 to trilinear
using
8 positions
and interpolation
weightsoffsets
is
Sx , Systraightforward.
and the input if necessary. We employ our approach mainly for 3D applications, the exten-

floor/ceil are diﬀerentiable function
sions of➞
Equations
2 andback
3 to trilinear
interpolationthrough
using 8 positions
and sampling
interpolation weights is
we can
propagate
grid
straightforward.
2.1 Implementation details

The spatial offsets S , S , S are initialised with normally distributed random numbers and zero

x
y
z
2.1 Implementation
details
mean just as their coefficients are. Fig. 2 (left) shows an example of the spatial distribution of filter

offsets. Similar to previous work (e.g. [26]), we empirically found that for very large receptive fields

i

i
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andregistration:
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effectively assuming a Gaussian point-spread function for
1,2
each pixel
when
sampling.
Wei Jiang1
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Kwang Moo Yi1
1
2
then obtain
A
fitting. If !we simplify
i by
Visual Computing Group, UniversityWe
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Google!
Research
"
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""
k
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k
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,
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Ĩ
T
x
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Ĩ
,
and
for
T
x
θ
θ
i
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# k k$
k
where x̃i = ũi , ṽi , we form two data matrices Yi and
Xi , where
Yi = X i A i ,
(4)
# 1
$
⊤
K−1
0
2
0
0
Yi = Ĩi − Ĩi Ĩi − Ĩi · · · Ĩi
− Ĩi , (5)
⎤
⎡ 1
K−1
0
2
0
0 ⊤
ũi − ũi ũi − ũi
ũi
− ũi
Xi = ⎣ ṽi1 − ṽi0 ṽi2 − ṽi0 · · · ṽiK−1 − ṽi0 ⎦ , (6)
Figure 1: Image alignment example - We iteratively find the image transformation parameters that produce the downsampled target
14the
1 source image at convergence
1
bilinear image
sampling
produces
very
sparse
and noisy
pixels
involved)
when applied
to the source
image
using different
samplinggradients
strategies. We(only
visualize
transformed
when using bilinear sampling and the proposed linearized sampling. We further display the optimization path – iterations – for each
transformed
source image is shown at convergence
optimisation
(iterations)
show: with
➞ Tikhonov
and(right):
then
for A inpath
a least
square sense
method. The proposed linearized sampling provides improved gradients,
leading solve
to better convergence.
linearised sampling provides improved gradients
and leadsfor
to numerical
better convergence
regularization
stability
Abstract
1. Introduction
! ⊤
"−1 ⊤
Aiwork
= ofX[17]
XiTransYi ,
(7)
The seminal
We propose a novel image sampling method for differeni + ϵE Spatial
i Xintroduced

DL-Toolbox for Registration w/o Learning and Linearised Multi-Sampling
AIRLAB (autograd image
registration lab)
https://github.com/airlabunibas/airlab
provides comprehensive pytorch
implementation of
conventional registration
algorithms
➞ GPU speed and ease of
implementation
➞ diﬀerentiable grid_sample
enables optimisation of arbitrary

R Sandkuehler, et al: "AirLab:
Autograd Image Registration
Laboratory". arXiv 2018

former Networks (STN), a differentiable component that
tiable image transformation in deep neural networks. The
Xi coordinates
2D+1
around
centre
8x3
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data
by
deep
netsampling schemes currently used in deep learning, such aswhere
E is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, and ϵ a small scalar.
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sample points 8x1
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for image alignment, which leads to considerable perforof the applied transformation, the performance
sample results. Specifically, we take K samples
Figure 4: Sample collapse prevention – During magnitude
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when
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networks
for
classificaoperation, the auxiliary samples (left) could fall onto a single pixel
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of the sampled image once the transformation is applied (middle).
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and a di↵usion regularisation)
in aandcontinuous
manner.

Instance optimisation: use Adam for
displacements
C 2continuous
H ⇥ W ⇥ D ⇥ 15
⇥ 15 ⇥ 3
𝒞 ∈ H × W × D × 15 × 15 × 15
pre-computed 6D cost tensors

within 1 iteration:
each spatial grid point
samples one value
from 3D cost maps
➞ vector gradient

⇤

' := (x +

⇤

x ,y +

⇤

y ,z +

fine-tuned continuous displacement 𝜑*
(initialised with softargmax)

⇤

z )

joint energy functional
displacement cost + diﬀusion regularisation

Linstance = Lxy + Lxz + Lyz + Ldi↵.-reg

Linstance = 𝒞(x, y, z, Δx*, Δy*, Δz*)
⇤

⇤

Lxy = C(x, y, z, x , y , 0)

Key elements of instance optimisation:
1) softargmax for initialisation (requires discrete cost tensor)
2) sample continuous displacement on precomputed cost tensors
Instead
3) 30-50 iterations of Adam with regularised
energyto

CRF smoothing (single forward path of regularisation
network) = equivalent to patch similarity and
tricubic diﬀerentiable sampling (see later slides)
➞ more stable gradient than trilinear cf. STN & AirLab)

directly employing a warping loss as done [2] in an
W Jiang, et al. "Linearized multi-sampling for
Sandkühler, R. et al. "AirLab: autograd image
related DLIR methods,
make full
of thelaboratory."
2.5DarXiv
probabilistic
diﬀerentiable we
image transformation."
CVPRuse
2019 registration
1806.09907 2018

subjects and structures for baselines of only global affine ANTs runtimes vary widely, as its convergence depends on
How to
deep learning
work in
medical
image
registration:
the difficulty
of the alignment
task.
Registering
two images
alignment, ANTs, and NiftyReg, as well as VoxelMorph
withmake
with VoxelMorph
is, on
average, 150challenges
times faster (Mattias
on the CPUHeinrich)
different losses. VoxelMorph variants perform comparably
current to
advances,
pitfalls and
remaining
ANTs and NiftyReg in terms of Dice5 , and are significantly compared to ANTs, and 40 times faster than NiftyReg. When
better than affine alignment. Example visual results of the using the GPU, VoxelMorph computes a registration in under
warped images from our algorithms are shown in Figs. 4 and 6. a second. To our knowledge, there is no publicly available
VoxelMorph is able to handle significant shape changes for ANTs implementation for GPUs. It is likely that the SyN
algorithm would
benefit
from a GPU
implementation,
but the of UAlternative
in
VoxelMorph:
instance
optimisation
5 Both VoxelMorph
Average Dice Task03 Abdomen
validation
1st from
andANTs
2ndwith
warp
variantsafter
are different
paired t-test p- main advantage of VoxelMorph comes from not requiring

Benefits of instance optimisation on pre-computed cost tensors

Dice score

of 0.003 and 0.008 and with slightly higher Dice values. There is no Net parameters (green vs blue line)
compared to Voxelmorphvalues
and
difference between VoxelMorph (CC) and NiftyReg (p-value of 0.21), and
no significant
difference between VoxelMorph (CC) and VoxelMorph (MSE)
conventional tools NiftyReg
+ deeds
Training Set
(p-value of 0.09)
Test Set
➞ only 2% lower overlap without label supervision
Test Set (Instance-Specific Opt.)
ANTS (SyN)
0.8
➞ initialisation of discrete optimumVoxelMorph
after (MSE)
CRF negligible (w/o
init)
VoxelMorph (CC)
0.78
0.78
➞ using only continuous optimisation without smoothing of discrete
0.75
0.76
0.76
displacement dimensions we outperform NiftyReg by 5% points
0.7

Dice Score

Dice Score

0.74
0.74
very fast ~0.2sec since feature extraction
is only performed
once
0.72
0.72
Heinrich, L Hansen: "Highly accurate
and memory eﬃcient unsupervised
learningbased discrete CT registration using 2.5D displacement search", MICCAI 2020
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G Balakrishnan, et al.: "VoxelMorph: A Learning Framework for
Deformable Medical Image Registration" IEEE TMI 2019
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Advances / Pitfalls II:
synthetic supervision and label bias

How to make deep learning work in medical image registration:
current advances, pitfalls and remaining challenges (Mattias Heinrich)

Examples of Registration Learning Synthetic Ground Truth
1) Computer Vision (2D Optical Flow)
- large networks require huge number
training scans with some ground truth
- Sintel was striving for realism,
FlyingChairs & Things3d generate
>>1000 arbitrary motion scenes with
randomly (dis)placed 3D objects
- use random textures, backgrounds +
post-processing with simulated blurs,
glares and contrasts

we rendered all non-RGB data without antialiasing.
Given the intrinsic camera parameters (focal length,
principal point) and the render settings (image size, virtual
sensor size and format), we project the 3D motion vector
of each pixel into a 2D pixel motion vector coplanar to the
imaging plane: the optical flow. Depth is directly retrieved
from a pixel’s 3D position and converted to disparity using
the known configuration of the virtual stereo rig. We compute the disparity change from the depth component of the
3D motion vector. Examples are shown in Fig. 1,3,8.
In addition, we rendered object segmentation masks in
which each pixel’s value corresponds to the unique index
of its object. Objects can consist of multiple subparts, of
which each can have a separate material (with own appearance properties such as textures). We make use of this and
render additional segmentation masks, where each pixel encodes its material’s index. The recently available beta version of Sintel also includes this data.
Similar to the Sintel dataset, we also provide object and
material segmentations, as well as motion boundaries which
highlight pixels between at least two moving objects, if the
Figure 3. Example scenes from our FlyingThings3D dataset.
following
holds:"A
theLarge
difference
in motion between
the obN. Mayer
et al.:
Dataset
to Train
Convolutional
3rd row: Optical flow images, 4th row: Disparity images,
jects is at least 1.5 pixels, and the boundary segment covers
5th row:
Disparity change images. Best viewed on a color screen
Networks
for
Disparity,
Optical
Flow,
and
Scene
Flow
an area of at least 10 pixels. The thresholds were chosen to
in high resolution (data images normalized for display).
match the results of Sintel’s segmentation.
Estimation"
CVPR
2016
For all frames and views, we provide the full camera
intrinsics and extrinsics matrices. Those can be used for
running a risk of repetition or saturation. Data generation is
structure from motion or other tasks that require camera
fast, fully automatic, and yields dense accurate ground truth
tracking. We rendered all image data using a virtual focal
for the complete scene flow task. The motivation for creatlength of 35mm on a 32mm wide simulated sensor. For the
ing this dataset is to facilitate training of large convolutional
Driving dataset we added a wide-angle version using a fonetworks, which should benefit from the large variety.
cal length of 15mm which is visually closer to the existing
The base of each scene is a large textured ground plane.
KITTI datasets.
We generated 200 static background objects with shapes
Like the Sintel dataset, our datasets also include two disthat were randomly chosen from cuboids and deformed
tinct versions of every image: the clean pass shows colcylinders. Each object was randomly scaled, rotated, texors, textures and scene lighting but no image degradations,
tured and then placed on the ground plane.

2) Cardiac motion models using manual segmentation
and surface matching

Rohe et al.: "SVF-Net: Learning
Deformable Image Registration Using
Shape Matching" MICCAI 2017

training database with 187 patients, pairwise generation of
statistical motion fields

Fig. 1: Example of a reference deformation SVF (red vector field scaled at 0.3)
computed from two segmented surfaces. The moving image is shown with the
segmentation of the myocardium of the fixed (orange) and moving (blue) images.
(Left): Short-axis view. (Right): Longitudinal view.

non-linear functions. Recent methods to apply CNN to the task of registration
tackle the problem in a patch-based approach [11], which are easy and fast to
train. A side e↵ect is that we are looking only locally at each patch and therefore
we might miss global information about the transformation. For image segmentation, fully convolutional networks [7] have been developed in order to process
the whole image in a stream, therefore having the advantage to also look at
global features, instead of looking only locally at each patch. It also has the
benefit to be faster at test time as there is only one prediction to perform for the
whole image instead of predicting each patch individually in a sliding-window
approach. An important contribution of our work is to adapt the fully convolutional architecture to the task of registration prediction by training on the dense
ground truth SVF previously computed.
Figures 2 illustrates our proposed network architecture. Similar to the standard U-Net architecture [9]. The input of the network is both images (moving
and fixed) stacked together. In our application, we study cardiac MRI short-axis
images, which are acquired with a non-isotropic resolution in the Z axis (slice
spacing ranges from 6 to 10mm whereas in-plane spacing ranges from 1.5 to
2.5mm). To account from this discrepancy, the first two layers are 2D layers,
then our features map is isotropic in all directions and we apply 3D layers for

3) Mimic a conventional method for speed
target and loss are defined by displacements of another
algorithm e.g. LDDMM (not strictly synthetic ground truth)
X Yangt, .. M Niethammer:
"Quicksilver: Fast Predictive Image
Registration – a Deep Learning
Approach" NeuroImage 2017

3.1

Background

How to make deep learning work in medical image registration:
Let m and f be a moving and a fixed 3D image, respectively. We build on unsupervised learningcurrent
pitfalls
andonremaining
challenges
Heinrich)
based advances,
registration frameworks
and focus
deformable (non-linear)
registration.(Mattias
These use a CNN
h✓
with parameters ✓ that outputs the deformation

✓

= h✓ (m, f ) for image pair {m, f }.

In training, the network h✓ is given a pair of images {m, f } at each iteration, and parameters
are updated by optimizing a loss function L(✓; m, f, ✓ ) similar to classical cost functions, using
stochastic gradient descent. Typically, the loss contains an image dissimilarity term Ldis (m
✓, f )
which penalizes the difference between the warped image and the fixed in terms of appearance, and a
regularization term Lreg ( ) that encourages smooth deformations:

Examples of Registration Learning Synthetic Ground Truth
4) On-the-fly training set construction using intensity
transforms and random deformations as augmentation
image is again deformed, using the learned transformation
➞ further alternative are GANs for deformation generation

5) Creating synthetic images (GANs or supervoxels)

m, f,with
Ldis (m smooth
Lreg ( noise
create multimodal L(✓;
images
multiple
channels
✓) =
✓ , f ) +random
✓ ),
➞ labels are defined as argmax across these channels

(1)

M. Hoﬀmann
et al.: "Learning
multimodal
registration
without
real images"
Figure 2:
Data synthesis.
Top: from
random shapes.
Bottom:
if available,
the synthesis can
be initialized
with anatomical labels. From an input label map s, we generate a pair of label
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.10282
maps {sm , sf } and from them images {m, f } with arbitrary contrast. The registration network takes
{m, f } as input to predict the displacement field um!f . In practice, if anatomical labels are available,
we generate {sm , sf } from two segmentations s from separate subjects.

3

Eppenhof and Pluim : Pulmonary CT Registration Through Supervised
Learning With Convolutional Neural Networks, TMI 2019

Figure 5: Registration accuracy. Each box shows overlap of anatomical struct
pairs across distinct subjects (8 when using PD contrast). The letters b and x
data and registration across datasets (e.g. between ADNI and HCP-A), respec

Figure 5: Registration accuracy. Each box shows
Figure
overlap
5: Registration
of anatomical
accuracy.
structures
Each
forbox
30 test-image
shows overlap of anatomical structures for 30 test-image
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Label bias experiment (one more thing)
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How to makeSpatial
deep learning work in medical image registration:
Transform
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Label bias experiment (oberserved vs non-oberserved)
*+34 12 , 1- ∘ $

Fig. 2: Overview of the method. We learn parameters ✓ for a function g✓ (·, ·), and register 3D volume m to a second, fixed
volume f . During training, we warp m with using a spatial transformer function. Optionally, auxiliary information such as
anatomical
segmentations DL-reg
sf , sm can
be leveraged during
training
(blue
box).
(uses
single-stream
architecture
- with
U-Net
and
NCC-metric plus label-loss)
10

VoxelMorph
Evaluation on large-scale brain registration study

functions in this work. The first captures image similarity and
field smoothness, while the second also leverages anatomical
segmentations.
We describe our CNN architecture and the two
Main Dataset
(FS Segmentations)
loss functions in detail in the next sections.
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In this section we describe the particular architecture used
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in our experiments,
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architecture is 0.6
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0.6
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Advances / Pitfalls III:
feature pyramids + two-stream architectures

and warped moving image and smooth deformation fields. Modality independent neighbourhood descriptors (MIND) with self-similar context (SSC)
[?] to
aremake deep learning work in medical image registration:
How
extracted from fixed and warped moving image and the mean squared
erroradvances, pitfalls and remaining challenges (Mattias Heinrich)
current
between them is calculated. Additionally, we apply di↵usion regularisation to
achieve smooth and plausible deformation fields. For our proposed two-stream
architecture, we furthermore investigate the benefits of label supervision by further extending the loss function by computing the mean squared error between

Two-stream vs single-stream architecture
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Feature Pyramids + multiple Warps
LDDMM
with LapIRN challenge
3
https://github.com/cwmok/LapIRN Winner
of Learn2Reg

WC-Net. Left: Image pyramid and refinement at one pyramid level by the energy
2D PWC-Net (outperformed FlowNet2 by large margin)
ramid and refinement at one pyramid level by PWC-Net. PWC-Net warps features
at each pyramid level features are warped with
es a cost volume, and process the cost volume using CNNs. Both post-processing
upsampled (previous) flow
rrows indicate the direction of flow estimation and pyramids are constructed in the
a discretised cost volume (similar to correlation layer)
out the network.
is computed and processed using CNNs
refines the (continuous
flowuntil the
- context network
parameters.
This estimation
process is valued)
repeated
res of the
usinglevel,
large lreceptive
field dilated convs.
desired
.
2 upsam0

The estimator architecture can be enhanced with

(1)

led flow

D Sun et al.: "PWC-Net: CNNs for Optical Flow Using
DenseNet
connections
[22].Volume"
The inputs
every convoluPyramid, Warping,
and Cost
CVPRto2018

tional layer are the output of and the input to its previous
layer. DenseNet has more direct connections than tradi-

3D Lap-IRN
(outperformed
VoxelMorph
by large
margin)
Fig. 1. Overview
of the proposed
3-level deep
Laplacian pyramid
image
registration
networks inat
2Deach
settings.
We utilize
three
identical are
CNN-based
registration
pyramid
level
features
warped
with networks
to mimic the registration with the multi-resolution schema. The feature maps from
upsampled
(previous)
feature encoder,
a set of R residual
blocks, flow
and feature decoder are colored with blue,
green and red,
respectively. The
dotted paths using
are only"metric"
included in pyramid
the training phase.
supervision
is performed
We highlight that all registrations are done in 3D throughout this paper. For clarity
each ResNet blocks contains 5 convolutions +
and simplicity, we depict the 2D formulation of our method in the figure.

-

lReLU (followed by scaling-squaring per resolution)

naturally integrates the conventional multi-resolution strategy while maintainTony Mok, Albert Chung: "Large Deformation
ing the non-linearity of the feature maps throughout di↵erent pyramid levels. In
Diﬀeomorphic
with
the following
sections, we Image
describeRegistration
the methodology
of Laplacian
our proposed LapIRN,
includingPyramid
the Laplacian
pyramid MICCAI
architecture,
coarse-to-fine training scheme, the
Networks"
2020
loss function and, finally, we describe the di↵eomorphic settings of our method.
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Probabilistic Graph Networks : discretise displacements
/ non-local loss, geometric networks using keypoints

How to make deep learning work in medical image registration:
current advances, pitfalls and remaining challenges (Mattias Heinrich)

How to learn abdominal & lung registration?
categorisation of methods: iterative (conventional), discrete (graph-based) and deep learning
➞ clear advantage for discrete graph-based methods, large gap for learning approaches
Learn2Reg Challenge Task 02 inhaleexhale lung CT alignment

lasse

Smoothness (log std Jac-det)

1

initial = 15.9 voxelmorph
6

5

4

3

2

TRE (smaller is better)

intra-patient lung motion
inhale - exhale
DIRLAB 4DCT + COPD
R Castillo, et al.: reference dataset registration
spatial accuracy evaluation using COPDgene. Phys
Med Biol 2013

1
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deeds
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0.4
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➞ our approach combines graphical models with learning
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Large deformations with discrete displacements
P Fischer, et al.: "FlowNet: Learning Optical Flow with Convolutional Networks" CVPR 2015

Ground truth

Images
EpicFlow

Ground
truth
FlowNetS

EpicFlow
FlowNetC

FlowNetS

{

Images

(large motion) correlation layer
Figure 2. The two network architectures: FlowNetSimple (top) and FlowNetCorr (bottom).
- previous approaches are limited in capture range, by
receptive field and limited number of conv. layers
nate
the ‘upconvolution’
results with
thewithout
featurestrainable
from the weights
resembles the standard matching approach when one first
uses correlation
layer
- FlowNetC
‘contractive’
part of the of
network.
but computation
(CC)-metric over 441 discrete extracts features from patches of both images and then compares those
feature
vectors.
However,
given
feature
repreConvolutional
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Figure
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of prediction.
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lain
addition
FlowNet
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supervision,
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a
loss
at
respondences?
beledmulti-resolution
data. We therefore
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an
end-to-end
learning
aplevels

To aid the network in this matching process, we introproach to predicting optical flow: given a dataset consisting
tional reasons we limit the maximum displacement for comduce a ‘correlation
layer’
that performs
multiplicative
patch
of image pairs and ground truth flows, we train a network
parisons
and
also
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striding
in
both
feature
maps.
synthetic
image
(see earlier
comparisons
between
two feature
maps.
illustration
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predicton
themillions
x–y flowoffields
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the images.
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Disentangled feature learning for 3D discrete registration
github.com/multimodallearning

fixed MIND features

probabilistic dense displacement
(PDD)+ net
1) OBELISK* deformable
convolutions for feature
extraction
2) Correlation Layer discretised
search space
3) Spatial + Displacement
regularisation (smoothing)
~CRF optimisation
+MP

Heinrich, L Hansen: "Highly accurate and
memory eﬃcient unsupervised learningbased discrete CT registration using 2.5D
displacement search", MICCAI 2020
*MP Heinrich, O Oktay, N Bouteldja: "OBELISKNet, Fewer Layers to Solve 3D Multi-organ
Segmentation with Sparse Deformable
Convolutions", Medical Image Analysis, 54,
1-9 2019

12-channels

fixed image IF

highly accurate
3D registration
using instance
optimisation

fixed features at
coarse grid

feature extraction using
deformable CNN

Correlation
Layer

3D+3D
dissimilarity
tensor

3D+3D
displacement
probabilities

non-local
unsupervised
metric loss
𝝋

moving image IM
3D spatial and 3D
displacement
regularisation
moving features for
all displacements in
space L2D

moving MIND features
for metric loss

direct estimation
of 3D transform
for diﬀusion loss

approx. mean field
inference (CRF)
smoothing

new solutions for highly accurate unsupervised DL registration
1) discretised search space, densely sampled 3D space enables robust capture range
2) further improvements using iterative instance optimisation

How
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deep
learning
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in
medical
image
registration:
evaluation
Table
using
1. Quantitative
Dice overlapevaluation
in % for 90using
pair-wise
Dice inter-subject
overlap in % for 90 pair-wise inter-subject
current
pitfalls and remaining challenges (Mattias Heinrich)
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Concept for learning graph-based optimisation
Inspiration Fixed IF
Förstner Distinctiveness
➞ Keypoint extraction

1) extract image features independently for keypoints
2) correlate them over large search region
3) learn to regularise motion jointly on graph

1) features

3) graph regularisation
2) spatial correlation
GraphRegNet has only ∼33.000 trainable parameters
Expiration Moving IM

https://github.com/multimodallearning/graphregnet

L Hansen and MP Heinrich: GraphRegNet: Deep Graph
Regularization Networks on Sparse Keypoints for Dense
3D Medical Registration. TMI in revision
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Geometric learning of graph-based optimisation
inspiration scan is represented as sparse point cloud
geometric operations are learned using EdgeConvolutions
spatial displacements are encoded using CNNs
no label supervision (only appearance features are used)
reduction of runtime from minutes to 2 seconds

correlation
layer

Cost Tensor C

Displacement Field D

learn spatial
regularisation
with GCN θG on
kNN graph

trilinear extrapolation

-

⋆
+

sample features at
sparse keypoints P and
L displacements in

displacement
regression for each
keypoint
with decoder CNN θD

learn displacement
embedding with encoder
CNN θE for each keypoint

repeated N times
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Results for DIR-LAB COPD dataset (inspiration/expiration)
100

Target registration error in mm (10x 300 landmarks)
23.4

10

8.0
5.0

2.2
1.6

GraphRegNet

MST (classic)

PDD-Net

LaplRN (Tony)

-

1

Voxelmorph

-

both our discrete DL registration frameworks PDD + GraphRegNet
outperform U-Net/ResNet like architectures on lung registration
learning geometric regularisation (EdgeConvs in GraphRegNet)
improve on approximate mean-field inference (PDD-Net)
feature learning seems of less importance (MIND-SSC suﬃcient)

Initial

-

1.3
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Conclusions

How to make deep learning work in medical image registration:
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Conclusions
- impressive progress over last few years in medical DL registration
- established concepts from DL segmentation or optical flow are not directly transferable new
ideas: multi-warping, two-stream, feature pyramids, synthetic data generation, ..
- training DL-reg with metric supervision requires large dataset or specifically designed loss
computation: similarity pyramid, discrete nonlocal, advanced sampling
- fast registration possible w/o restriction to single feed-forward ➞ instance optimisation
- probabilistic graph networks enable geometric learning for large deformations
- unlike U-Net in segmentation: few methods work out-of-the-box for variety of registration tasks

How to make deep learning work in medical image registration:
current advances, pitfalls and remaining challenges (Mattias Heinrich)
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